Low-energy imaging with high-energy bremsstrahlung beams: analysis and scatter reduction.
The contrast and zero spatial frequency signal-to-noise ratio produced by a method for radiation therapy portal imaging known as low-energy imaging with high-energy bremsstrahlung beams have been mathematically analyzed. The analysis makes extensive use of Monte Carlo techniques and incorporates the detector, the spectrum, phantom, and geometry. The analysis is validated through comparison with measured data including subject contrast measurements and the attenuation of the beam with lead. Scatter reduction is found to be potentially the most effective method to improve contrast and SNR for a film based system. A large fraction of the scatter detected is of a much higher energy than that found in diagnostic radiology. Hence, traditional antiscatter grids, such as those used in diagnostic radiology, are ineffective. The analysis and theory from the literature are applied to design a new grid which is more appropriate for this application. The grid produces a modest improvement according to a contrast-detail study.